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Ages of Man/Families/Bo 'n' Sam



Julie ends up in the middle of an unusual love triangle when the visiting 13-year-old son of the head of the cruise line develops a crush on her at the same time that she is trying to win over a charming older passenger.  Two longtime acquaintances find their attempt at building a romance complicated by their parents' antagonistic relationship:  her father is publisher of the newspaper where he works; and his mother is leading the efforts to unionize the workers.  In honor of Capt. Stubing's fifth anniversary at the helm, the crew pays two men to build a wooden model of the ship.  The builders are left scrambling to undo the damage after the present accidentally gets smashed.
Quest roles:
Leslie Nielsen(Hank Hardaway), Paul Burke(Noah Beacham), Mark Shera(Jeff Cross), Ellen Bry(Diana Hardaway), Philip Charles MacKenzie(Bo), Arlene Dahl(Jessica York), Patrick Labyorteaux(Todd Andrews), Michael Tucci(Sam), Jim Hackett(Man), Bill Smillie(Chef), James Dobson(Andrew)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
10 March 1979, 00:00
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